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It is a known fact that saree is always the best option when we speak of Indian weddings; however
captivating Lehenga Cholis are gaining fame these days and has strong enthusiasts in India and in
the global market . Basically a Lehenga choli is a combination of Lehenga, blouse or Kurti and a
dupattas.  It is considered as fashionable attire and the designer work done on it adds to its
elegance. Today, you can find a huge variety of dazzling Lehenga cholis meant for any occasion
available in different styles and numerous designs.

The traditional Lehenga choli has a unique look of its own. However, these Lehenga cholis have
undergone immense changes in the recent times. The fabulous designer work adds an essence of
elegance and charm to the modern lehenga cholis. It is now available in various designs having
brilliant geometrical cuts, asymmetrical patterns, diamond patterns and stylish embroidery designs.
These lehengas include Straight cut lehengas, Fish tail lehengas, Mermaid lehengas, Panelled
lehengas, Kali ghagra lehengas, Circular lehengas and A-line lehenga designs, embellished  with
charming and fashionable motif, zari, aari work, beeds, booti work, cut dana work, dubka work, dori
embroidery and mirror work available in different qualities.

The lehenga cholis specially designed for the brides are called as the Bridal Lehangas. These
lehengas are gracefully designed and every bride looks admirable wearing it. If the bride prefers to
create a customized style statement, then she also has an option to choose designer lehengas.
Bridal lehengas are also available in different shades, fabrics, designs, cuts, textures and lot more.

Practically every woman will wish to have a unique and stylish appeal when it comes to their attires
especially in their bridal wears. The perfect way to select a lehenga is to keep in mind the wearerâ€™s
personality and complexion. One must seek to look well- groomed yet stylish at the same time.
Marriages are once in a while special event so it is important to make sure that the right bridal
lehengas goes with the suitable personality.

The latest modern style is a blend of the traditional lehenga choli and a saree and is called as the
Lehenga Style Saree in which the panels of the lehenga is replaced with the pleats of the saree
giving a new look and makes it easier for those who are new to wearing sarees.

Shop for your kind of lehenga cholis and other ethnic attires at Cbazaar, an online store specializing
in Indian clothes.
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Cbazaar is one of the most popular Indian online clothing shops for Shopping. Cbazaar has the
largest collection of Casual Tunics, valentine outfits and traditional outfit at the most reasonable
price which can be purchased online and are delivered all over the world.
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